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Polypouch supply you with custom design stand up pouches. According to the pouch company, their stand
up pouches are available as part of their stock stand up pouch packaging range if you are on the lookout
for pouches for your business or brand. The custom design that Polypouch supply you with is perfect for
products that will be positioned on retail shelving. The reason for this is because custom design makes
your packaging stand out, and it captures the attention of the retailer who will be interested in buying a
product that is visually appealing for the crowd.
Polypouch believes that to make your packaging even more eye-catching, you can customise design on
your stand up pouches with quality printing. All you have to do is visit Polypouches bespoke pouch gallery
to view a wide range of custom printed stand up pouch designs. If you are unsure of what creative route
to go, this is a perfect way to gain some inspiration from the Polypouch design team.
Stand up pouches in UK are available from their stock range in a variety of finishes such as aluminium
stand up pouches, kraft stand up bags, clear stand-up pouches, spout stand up bags and so many more to
suit your specific design. Polypouch are stand up pouch experts, and they are happy to help you with any
query, so please contact the stand-up pouch specialists if you have any questions.
For custom stand up pouches and bags, Polypouch offers you their custom stand up pouch printing to
display your brand or business. Polypouch has years of experience creating and designing stand up
pouches for brands or companies. The team at Polypouch will work with you to create a design you are
happy with. You can take a look at their bespoke stand-up pouches gallery online to give you an idea of
what they have created and what you would like for your brand.
Polypouch makes it clear that you have any specific requirements such as high strength, high
moisture/oxygen barrier or anything else then we can customise the pouch materials as part of a bespoke
stand-up pouch order. If you are unsure of what type of pouch would be best for your products, then
please don’t hesitate to ask us for some samples.
What is very interesting about Polypouch and why you should choose them for packaging is their effort to
help the environment and reduce their carbon footprints. Lightweight packaging such as pouches can be
seen to reduce your company’s carbon footprint during transportation. Environmentally friendly stand up
pouches manufacturer is also gaining in popularity for mail order items due to their ability to reduce
postage costs when compared to plastic pots, tins and glass jars.
In addition to this, Polypouch is working hard to makes sure their pouches are eco-friendly. In combination
with this, they are actively working with their industry partners to improve the overall environmentally
friendly profile of pouch packaging. In their opinion, they believe the flexible packaging industry should be
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working flexible packaging.
Contact Polypouch today, and they will supply you with a custom design stand up pouch/s for your brand
or business. You can get in touch with the company on +44 (0)203 475 3456, or you can email the
company at patricia.deeside@gmail.com and put in an order for their stand up pouches and if you would
like them custom-designed by the Polypouch team.
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